Introduction {#S1}
============

As humans, we face situations every day that demand coordination of our actions with those of other individuals, often in order to achieve a shared goal. Fast-paced and dynamically adaptive sensorimotor interaction can be seen for example, in someone rushing through a crowded airport to catch a flight or a team of paramedics working together to respond to a medical emergency. Here, individuals have to constantly perceive the ongoing actions of others in order to efficiently organize and perform their own actions.

Research investigating the behavioral dynamics that occur between an individual's actions and the environmental events they perceive has provided valuable insight into how behavioral coordination is achieved ([@B71]; [@B66]; [@B72]). Specifically, research on perceptual-motor coordination has demonstrated that individuals often naturally synchronize and coordinate their limb and body movements with periodic environmental events via visual (e.g., [@B26]), haptic (e.g., [@B35]), or auditory (e.g., [@B65]; [@B63]) information. A large number of studies have demonstrated that actor-environment coordination is governed by dynamical processes of entrainment, which generally involve close temporal synchronization to an external rhythm (e.g., [@B40]; [@B82]; [@B73]; [@B10]; [@B68]; [@B81]). Coordinated human joint action contains many of the same characteristics observed within actor-environment coordination. However, the bi-directional coupling inherent to interpersonal coordination commonly results in a mutual influence between interacting individuals. As a result, the patterns of interaction exhibited during interpersonal perceptual-motor coordination are often dynamic.

As noted by [@B39], ensemble music performance highlights the ability of humans to achieve temporally precise interpersonal coordination while also being flexible. Keller proposes that three fundamental skills support this kind of interactive behavior: anticipation, the perception of self and other behavior in relation to the joint goal, and adaptation. The relative symmetries and asymmetries between co-actors appear to be one of the primary factors that influence these processes and ultimately shape musical interaction as well as interpersonal interaction in general.

Relative asymmetries between co-acting individuals can arise from a unidirectional informational coupling between co-actors such that one actor receives information about the other's behavior but not vice versa (e.g., [@B28]; [@B80]). There can also be explicit asymmetries in the intrinsic behavioral component dynamics (i.e., resonant limb/movement frequencies, see [@B79]). For instance, pianists who exhibit similar preferred tempi during solo performances achieve better temporal synchronization and exhibit greater adaptation to each other during duet performance than pianists who have more divergent preferred solo performance rates ([@B46]; [@B86]). While these sources of informational and physical asymmetry clearly play a role in shaping joint action, "functional asymmetries," contextually relevant differences in co-actor roles that can emerge with or without explicit instruction or intention ([@B67]), are likely the most common type of asymmetry in everyday interpersonal interaction.

For example, [@B18] found that introducing a confederate duet partner to participants as an experimenter vs. a fellow participant introduced an asymmetry in social status. Although this had a minimal effect on temporal coordination during the duet task, participants perceived their synchronization with the "experimenter" as much more successful. The researchers suggest that this effect may have occurred because participants believed that the experimenter's part was especially important and therefore paid more attention to the confederate's performance than participants who thought the confederate was another participant.

People also typically conceive that the members of a string quartet have distinct roles corresponding to their part/instrument that are generally related in a hierarchical fashion (i.e., the first violinist is the leader). Such explicitly prescribed functional asymmetries may indeed guide behavior of the whole group. By experimentally manipulating the leader-follower roles within string quartets such that each instrumentalist had the opportunity to act as the leader of the ensemble, [@B12] were able to examine the magnitude and direction of information flow between assigned leaders and assigned followers. Their findings indicated that for a given quartet performance the influence of leader behavior on follower behavior was greater than the influence of followers on the leader, as well as the influence of followers on each other.

However, roles and relationships between group members are often not as static as instrument-specific roles would suggest, depending on how music is written, interpreted, and performed at a moment-to-moment basis. For instance, sometimes someone other than the first violinist will provide cues to the members of the group, acting as a "leader." At other times, the first violinist might engage in repeated turn-taking with another group member, resulting in periods of relative musical role symmetry between the two performers in that their contributions are balanced and equal. Thus, for ongoing interactions that involve numerous opportunities for information exchange between asymmetries seem to vary dynamically and are likely to be shaped by multiple factors. [@B83] demonstrated this by examining the emergence of functional asymmetries between quartet members in two separate professional string quartets. They found that when performing the same piece of music, the members of the two separate quartets exhibited unique patterns of symmetry and asymmetry at the beat-to-beat timescale. It therefore appears that instrument-specific-role is not the only functional asymmetry determining temporal coordination on the beat-to-beat timescale. What remains unclear are the ways in which different relational factors in music and performers (e.g., instrument, rhythmic similarity, melodic similarity, performer personality traits) might influence the temporal asymmetry in co-performer activity, as well as how these factors interact to shape this relationship.

Within the past decade researchers have conducted a large number of empirical studies aimed at establishing how neural activity supports the emergence and maintenance of coordinative patterns in joint action. The use of electroencephalography (EEG), and its magnetic-counterpart magnetoencephalography (MEG), allow neuroscientists to observe neural activity with high temporal resolution. In particular, the modulation of spontaneously occurring neural oscillations is thought to constitute one of the principal mechanisms for the dynamic coordination of functions across the brain. Fronto-central alpha rhythms (8--12 Hz) along with central beta-band oscillations (∼20 Hz) are sometimes referred to as "mu rhythms" and appear to play a large role in sensorimotor activities. Specifically, their suppression, or event-related desynchronization (ERD), is observed during voluntary movement ([@B58]; [@B69]; [@B5]; [@B76]; [@B37]). [@B61] related this desynchronization to movement initiation, noting that it began prior to movement onset and was followed by event-related synchronization (ERS), or a return to baseline activity, 2 s following a movement onset.

Interestingly, ERD in central alpha rhythms is also exhibited during imagined movements ([@B60]). In fact, alpha ERD was first detected in individuals watching films of biological motion ([@B25]). This effect has been replicated in several subsequent studies ([@B14], [@B15]; [@B29]; [@B47]; [@B32]; [@B2]). In their original study, [@B25] also noticed that the magnitude of alpha desynchronization increased in relation to how much an individual identified with the actor in a film. Additional work has shown that alpha desynchronization during action observation is modulated by the observer's action experience. For example, individuals who are given the opportunity to interact with a novel tool or object show greater alpha desynchronization than participants who don't have the same direct experience when they observe someone else engage with the tool or object ([@B11]; [@B62]). Professional athletes also display patterns of alpha desynchronization that are distinct from non-athletes when observing videos of their area of expertise ([@B55]; [@B6], [@B7]).

Given the notable associations between alpha rhythm desynchronization and both voluntary movement and action observation, it is not surprising that these oscillations are also responsive to social, interactive behaviors. Recent dual-EEG studies examining the oscillatory neural activity of co-acting individuals have shown both within- and between-brain coherence in frontal and central alpha rhythms during cooperative, coordinative interaction (e.g., [@B16]; [@B70]). This kind of dual-EEG recording, or "hyperscanning," has also allowed researchers to identify many different factors associated with alpha modulation in each of the co-actors involved in an interaction. [@B77], for example, observed desynchronization of right centro-parietal alpha rhythms when participants engaged in a simple finger-tapping task in a social context, suggesting that this decrease in oscillatory power may support somatosensory awareness of a perceived co-actor.

Findings connecting alpha desynchronization to action, action-observation and interactive behaviors have also linked alpha desynchronization to the theoretical human mirror-neuron system (MNS) ([@B34]; [@B54]; [@B57]; [@B24]; [@B31]). A number of studies that relate alpha modulation to MNS activity have revealed desynchronization in right centro-parietal areas during social interaction (e.g., [@B77]; [@B20], [@B19]; [@B51], [@B52]). However, alpha ERD has also been observed in a variety of other regions during interactive behavior including left centro-parietal, frontal, central, and central midline areas ([@B45]; [@B49]; [@B44]; [@B1]). This emphasizes the importance of alpha's role in supporting social interactive behaviors through domain-general regulatory functions rather than domain- and location-specific sensorimotor processes. Of particular interest here regarding the functional significance of alpha is its apparent role in regulating the dynamic desynchronization and selection of cortical states (e.g., [@B36]; [@B43]; [@B41]). This links alpha closely to mental states of alertness, expectancy and attention (e.g., [@B42]; [@B59]; [@B57]), and to the temporal coordination of intrapersonal and interpersonal behavior often supported by these states in the context of interpersonal interaction. This is consistent with [@B53] observation that alpha desynchronization occurred during periods of strong temporal entrainment between co-actors during piano duet performance. Existing findings therefore indicate that alpha ERD is likely to occur frequently in both individuals involved in a joint action task.

Interestingly, the evolution of alpha desynchronization during temporal coordination is related to asymmetries in co-actor roles ([@B44]). Specifically, for pairs engaged in a synchronized finger-tapping task, the individual who exhibited less adaptive, or more leader-like, behavior generally displayed greater alpha desynchronization in frontal brain regions. This demonstrates that the dynamics of alpha desynchronization are sensitive to subtle, emergent asymmetries between interacting individuals. Relatedly, [@B70] observed that the coherence between frontal alpha oscillations in co-performing guitarists was stronger for leader-to-follower coupling than for follower-to-leader coupling. In [@B70] study the roles of leader and follower were explicitly assigned to co-performers prior to duet performance.

[@B30], among others, have pointed out the apparent links between alpha ERD and the neural processes that support action observation and ultimately interpersonal interaction, including motor imitation, emotional contagion, and empathy. [@B4] were the first to empirically investigate the relationship between alpha ERD and empathy by having saxophonists observe their own previously recorded ensemble performances. The findings from this study revealed that the musician with the highest score on the self-report empathy measure showed widespread alpha desynchronization during performance observation. Perspective-taking also appears to be related to perceptual accuracy in the context of action-observation. Work by [@B21], for example, has shown that for individuals viewing point light displays (PLDs) of improvised or imitated musical performances, the person's accuracy for identifying the type of performance was positively correlated with scores on a self-report measure of perspective-taking. Relatedly, [@B56] observed that individuals who reported higher levels of perspective-taking behavior showed greater anticipation of tempo-changing metronome sequences. Collectively, existing work on empathy and social interaction reveals strong links between trait empathy and both (1) alpha desynchronization, and (2) behavioral coordination characteristics.

In the current study, we used the context of piano duet performance to evaluate patterns of behavioral and neural activity under conditions of asymmetry between co-performers. To do this, we experimentally introduced three different task-specific asymmetries: (1) musical role (starting vs. joining), (2) task similarity (similar vs. dissimilar melodic parts), and (3) performer animacy (human-to-human vs. human-to-non-adaptive computer). The musical tasks used in the current study were piano duets, played by two players face-to-face, each with an electronic keyboard (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The piano duet scores were composed by our research team, consisting of simple short melodies designed so that each of the three experimentally introduced asymmetries were experienced during the initial portion each trial prior to the final unison period. In this final unison period of four notes, co-performers always had identical musical tasks.

![General experimental set-up for the current study.](fnins-13-01088-g001){#F1}

We designed this experimental task to support a multi-faceted study which allowed our team to perform two separate investigations. In the investigation presented here, we evaluated neural alpha and behavioral activity during the final unison measure of the duets to determine how the asymmetries in the preceding portion of the task served as a priming context and shaped the interaction of subsequent unison performance. The other investigation, described in [@B33], was focused on performers' neural responses to outcome expectation violations when altered pitch feedback was experimentally introduced within the first four measures of the turn-taking duet performances. Specifically, the authors compared the feedback-related negativity (FRN) and P3 complex within each individual's EEG data in response to altered pitches in one's own part vs. the co-performer's part. Generally, performers exhibited greater responses to alterations corresponding to their own part, especially when their part was melodically similar to their co-performer's. Our current investigation is based on behavioral and EEG data from only the fifth and final measure of the duets where no altered pitch feedback was used and the notes performers had to play stayed identical across the different conditions experienced in the preceding part of the duet. Thus, the task was designed to accommodate two investigations with one round of data collection with each investigation ultimately involving unique data analysis.

Based on the above literature, we had several hypotheses about the reactivity of alpha activity and performers' coordinative behaviors in our task. First, however, it is important to note that differences in starter and joiner movement onset immediately before the unison prevented us from directly comparing the effects of performing the starting vs. joining role on note-onset synchronization or alpha desynchronization. Because starting performers played three notes immediately prior to the unison part, they would show more pronounced alpha desynchronization during the unison. Second, we hypothesized that performer animacy would have a significant effect on the stability of note-onset synchronization. This expectation was informed by [@B23] findings that the stability of human tapping with a virtual partner was influenced by the adaptability of the partner, with both low and high adaptability leading to low synchronization stability. Based on work by [@B9] we also expected that individuals might show greater neural responsiveness in the alpha oscillations during interaction with a human partner compared to a computer partner.

As for the task similarity, we are not aware of existing studies illustrating the effects of any type of task similarity on neural activity during joint action. On the one hand, the finding that action familiarity has an effect on neural measures during action imagery and observation as well as interaction ([@B55]; [@B6], [@B7]; [@B11]; [@B62]; [@B53]) indicates that greater melodic similarity between parts may engage more neural resources in duet performing musicians. On the other hand, [@B74] observed that task asymmetries for a dyadic aim and click task had minimal effects on co-actor synchronization, except in cases where the level of difficulty was substantially different between co-actors. Thus, we expected that the effect of having similar or dissimilar musical tasks might be the most subtle of the three asymmetries we manipulated in the current study. However, as shown in [@B4], we also saw this manipulation as highly relevant to trait empathy and an important factor for understanding asymmetries in musical interaction and social interaction in general and were interested to see how it might shape coordinative activity in interaction with the other two asymmetries we examined.

Lastly, we would like to note that our investigation on the effects of task-specific asymmetries on temporal coordination behaviors during an experimentally-controlled musical duet task has implications for both musical and non-musical everyday interactions. Our study design allowed us to unambiguously examine how some of the asymmetries that are common to ensemble music performance might interact to shape musical interaction, which contains various relationships between performers that emerge and change dynamically as music unfolds. Notably, our study also has implications for interaction dynamics beyond musical performance. Any time multiple individuals coordinate to achieve a shared goal there will be some discrepancies between individuals in their attentiveness and adaptivity to one another as well as in their behavioral timing. Asymmetries between individuals can lead to these kinds of discrepancies, and the evolution of discrepancies over time will shape the course of interaction. Returning to our example of the paramedic team, one can imagine how the collective activity of the team will be influenced by one member arriving before the others, the need for team members to address an individual's multiple, similar or different injuries, and the need for each team member to multi-task, limiting their ability to attend and adapt quickly to team member actions. These interpersonal asymmetries and others will have a significant impact on how each member of the team experiences the actions of their team members and acts to support team success. By gaining a greater understanding of the effects of co-actor asymmetries we therefore broaden our understanding of how individuals interact to achieve collective goals.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Participants {#S2.SS1}
------------

Twenty-four pianists (twelve pairs) were recruited from the Stanford University community for participation in this study. Nine pianists were removed from data analysis due to technical failures (*N* = 3), high behavioral error rates (*N* = 4), and excessive data artifacts (*N* = 2). Compared to the participant data analyzed in [@B33], we removed three additional pianists because of errors (*N* = 2) and artifacts (*N* = 1) that specifically affected our analyses. The four pianists with the high error rates comprised two pairs. Results reported here are therefore for a sample of 15 pianists (*M* = 14.33; *SD* = 4.92 years musical experience). These pianists ranged from 18 to 28 years of age.

Of the pairs recruited, two pairs knew each other and had played duets together prior to the experiment. Only one of these pairs' data was included following the removal of participant data prior to analysis as described above. The remaining pianists met for the first time during participation in the study. All pianists were right-handed except for one, who was not included in the data for analysis. The study protocol was approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board and participants provided written informed consent. Pianists were paid \$20/h for their participation.

Apparatus {#S2.SS2}
---------

Two Yamaha Axiom-61 digital keyboards were arranged facing each other on a table within a sound-shielded room in the lab (see [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Two loudspeakers were used to provide auditory feedback to the performers during the study, with one placed at each end of the table. A custom module for Max/MSP 7.0.1 run on a Macintosh computer (OSX 10.9.5) was used to control all auditory feedback throughout the study. The piano timbre used throughout and the drum timbre used for introductory metronome clicks were built-in sounds from the OSX MIDI sound synthesizer, AU DLS Synth. All auditory feedback was played at a constant volume of approximately 75 dB SPL throughout the study (i.e., pianists were not able to produce changes in dynamics during performance).

The Max/MSP program was also used to generate trigger codes associated with meaningful timepoints and experimental conditions as they occurred in each task trial. This included tracking pianist performance for note accuracy and inter-onset-interval (IOI) in real time based on the current musical score. These codes were sent through an Arduino Uno to the computer used to record EEG data in order to achieve temporal mapping between each EEG recording and the event time course of the musical task being completed.

The component latencies produced by this apparatus were evaluated by comparing the onset latency of (1) a piano key press, (2) the resulting trigger code produced by Max/MSP, and (3) the associated auditory feedback using simultaneous three-channel audio recording of all three events (see [@B84]). The average key press to trigger code onset was 27 ms (*SD* = 4.0 ms), and the average delay between a trigger code and the associated auditory feedback was 21 ms (*SD* = 3.3 ms).

Stimulus and Task {#S2.SS3}
-----------------

We composed four unique piano duets for the current study. All duets had the same five measure structure (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This included four initial measures in which only one pianist played at a time and the partners alternated each measure. This meant that the "starting" player for a given trial played in measures one and three while the "joining" player played in measures two and four. In two of the four duets the starting and joining parts had similar melodic contours in the first four measures, while in the other two duets the contours were distinctly different (within a given player's part the two phrases they played alone always had the same contour). Each duet also included a final fifth measure, in which the starting player played the first half alone and both pianists played the remainder together in unison. The notes played in unison were identical for both the starting and joining players and were the same across all four duets. Duets were composed so that each part could be played with the right hand alone and overall hand position could remain the same throughout. Fingering numbers were provided in the score to encourage consistency between participants and ensure minimal movement.

![Examples of the similar **(top)** and dissimilar **(bottom)** musical task duets composed for the current study. In each duet the starting and joining performers alternated playing in the first four measures, and played the last four notes of the fifth measure in unison. Melodic contour lines show that in the "similar" task condition the starting and joining performers played similar melodic patterns, while in the "dissimilar" task condition the patterns were distinctly different. The final unison measure was the same across all duets. All of the analyses we conducted in the current study were for neural activity and note-onset behavior during this final measure.](fnins-13-01088-g002){#F2}

During the study each pianist played the duets with both a human co-performer and a computer partner (audio only). The computer partner was non-adaptive and produced notes with a constant IOI of 500 ms, or a tempo of 120 bpm for the eighth note. Each experimental trial began with three isochronous metronome clicks corresponding to the eighth note, with this same IOI of 500 ms regardless of whether the trial was to be performed by two pianists or one pianist and the computer partner. Following these clicks the starting player began the first measure. After the completion of a trial, the introductory metronome clicks indicating the start of the next trial would begin after a random interval of silence (1.5--2.5 s).

In the first four measures of each duet the auditory feedback associated with key presses was sometimes altered. In other words, even though a pianist had played the correct key based on the musical score a different pitch would be presented as auditory feedback. These manipulations were introduced within both parts of each duet to evaluate the feedback-related negativity (FRN) associated with altered feedback corresponding to a pianist's own part and their partner's part as identified using EEG. In each trial, one pitch alteration occurred in each performer's part. This occurred on either the 4th or 5th note of one of the two phrases each performer played. All alterations produced in-key pitches that were ± two scale notes from the printed score note. Further information about these manipulations and the associated analyses and findings are presented in [@B33].

In the current study, our analysis focused solely on the fifth measure of each duet, which did not contain any altered auditory feedback. It is important to note that we fully counterbalanced the altered note position, pitch direction, and frequency of occurrence of the altered feedback such that these manipulations did not influence the data presented here. The last possible position for altered feedback (in the fourth measure, affecting the joining performer's part) occurred at least one second before the onset of the data epoch used in the current study. For the present study we established that there was no significant difference in either starter or joiner behavior when there was an alteration in the fourth measure compared to when there was not. Thus, we have collapsed data across these conditions. Using this design we were able to assess the influence of asymmetries in (1) musical role (starting vs. joining), (2) task similarity (similar vs. dissimilar melodic parts) and (3) partner animacy (human vs. computer) experienced in the preceding part of the piano duet performance on behavioral and neural activity during joint performance of the same musical sequence within the fifth measure. All analyses presented in the current paper are for the time period associated with this final unison measure.

Procedure {#S2.SS4}
---------

One pianist from a pair was randomly selected to arrive at the lab first, be prepared for EEG recording, and complete the first half of the study with the computer partner. While this individual was performing with the computer partner, the other pianist arrived in the lab and was prepared for EEG recording. When the initial pianist was finished playing with the computer partner, both pianists played together and then the second pianist completed the latter portion of the study with the computer partner. At the end of each pianist's recording session we asked them to complete two questionnaires: the 40-question version of the Cambridge Empathy Scale ([@B8]), and a custom 10-question measure designed to ascertain each participant's prior familiarity with their human partner and their experience of the task difficulty.

Upon arrival in the lab each pianist was introduced to the four duet scores composed for the current study. They were asked to memorize the duets as quickly as possible, but were informed that the printed scores would be placed next to their keyboard throughout the study should they need to reference them. All pianists were also asked to keep a fixed gaze at a comfortable location during trials in order to avoid excessive eye movement artifacts in the EEG recording. Before starting the first block of trials each individual was informed that throughout the study the auditory feedback associated with key presses would sometimes be altered and were asked to continue playing even if they heard an incorrect pitch (see previous section).

Each pianist played four blocks of trials with the computer partner and four blocks of trials with their human partner for a total of eight blocks. Partners played a single duet score within each block, with the starting and joining roles fixed throughout the block. It is important to note that the difference in these roles was communicated to participants only with respect to who played first at the beginning of the trial, and was not characterized as a "leader" vs. "follower" musical relationship. Partners played the same duet score for two back-to-back blocks before switching to another score. This allowed us to counterbalance musical role so that each pianist played both the starting and joining role for each duet they played (e.g., if a person played the starting role for a duet in Block 1 the same person would play the joining role for the same duet in Block 2). This organization allowed all pianists involved in the current study to play each of the eight unique musical parts. We also counterbalanced the presentation of task similarity conditions such that each pianist played one melodically "similar" and one melodically "dissimilar" duet with both the human and computer partner. The order of presentation of the specific duet scores was counterbalanced across all participants as well.

The first two trials of every block were treated as practice trials and contained no pitch alterations. These practice trials proceeded directly into the 48 target trials for the block. As noted above, the location, direction and magnitude of altered pitch feedback within the first four measures of each trial was counterbalanced within each block (see [@B33] for details). We used the Max/MSP program to control sound and evaluate performance in each trial. A trial was counted as incorrect if either partner (1) pressed an incorrect key based on the score for that trial or (2) produced an IOI more than 125 ms shorter or longer than the expected IOI (500 ms). When an error occurred, the auditory feedback was stopped immediately to signal to pianists that they should prepare for the next trial. A short period of silence was maintained before the next trial began.

The length of this period was randomly selected from a uniform distribution of values representing each possible integer value in milliseconds between 1.5 and 2.5 s duration. Each trial classified as incorrect was appended to the end of the current block and had to be performed in order for the block to be complete. A single block took approximately 15 min to complete. Max/MSP recorded all note onset timing information from both keyboards as well as the success/error status of all trials in log files, which were later used for behavioral data analysis.

Electroencephalography data were collected either from a single pianist during interaction with the computer partner, or simultaneously from both pianists. All recording took place in a sound-attenuated and electromagnetically-shielded chamber within the lab. A member of the research team monitored participant compliance with stated instructions via a window from an adjacent room. Participants were encouraged to take brief breaks between blocks when needed. An experimental session for a single participant took between 3.5 and 4 h.

EEG Recording and Preprocessing {#S2.SS5}
-------------------------------

Electroencephalography data were collected using whole-head, 64-channel Neuroscan Quik-Caps (10--20 system), a SymAmpRT amplifier, and Curry 7 acquisition software (Compumedics Neuroscan Inc., El Paso, TX, United States). This included the recording of vertical and horizontal electrooculograms (EOG). Recordings were made at a 500 Hz sampling rate. Electrode impedances were kept below 10 kΩ throughout recording. Scalp electrodes on each cap were referenced to a midline electrode between CPz and Cz for recording. Prior to analysis, the raw recordings from each individual were re-referenced using the common average reference for the cap. The SymAmpRT amplifier allows for simultaneous recording from up to four caps, precluding the need for a temporal synchronization mechanism between the EEG recordings from duet partners. We processed and analyzed EEG data in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, United States) using custom scripts which incorporated routines from the Brainstorm toolbox ([@B75]).

We removed eye artifacts from the continuous EEG data via Source Space Projection routines provided by the Brainstorm toolbox. First stereotypical eye-artifact events (blinks and movements) were detected using a single, continuous representative raw file for each participant. Then using these events a set of projectors for the participant was constructed and applied to each of the participant's trials in order to remove blink and movement artifacts. This automatically removed projectors that explained a substantial amount of variance in the participant's data (in our case more than 15% of the time). In addition, we chose to remove any additional projectors with a pattern of largely lateralized topography in order to avoid any spurious effects on the comparison of right and left electrode groupings.

We created epochs using a time window between −1.0 s before and 4.0 s after the onset of the fifth measure (i.e., total epoch duration was 5 s) from correctly-completed trials. This resulted in 48 epochs per condition per participant. Within each epoch, any channels exhibiting peak-to-peak amplitudes ±150 μV were rejected. We employed this channel rejection threshold in the current study so that we could conduct analyses on as many EEG trials as possible, and avoid artifacts resulting from any large amplitude changes. The evoked response for each condition was calculated by averaging trial epochs for that condition across participants, using a baseline period of 50 ms before the onset of the measure.

Measures and Analyses {#S2.SS6}
---------------------

In this study we were interested in evaluating the effects of the three co-performer asymmetries introduced experimentally on behavioral and neural activity during musical unison. In order to assess behavioral coordination we evaluated the *Note-Onset Asynchronies* between two co-performers during musical unison. To examine the neural activity exhibited by each individual before and during unison we investigated the occurrence of *Alpha Desynchronization* using EEG. We also measured each individual's trait *Empathy* so that we could investigate potential associations between empathy, movement asynchrony, and neural alpha desynchronization in our study's performance task.

### Note-Onset Asynchronies {#S2.SS6.SSS1}

For each experimental trial we calculated a Note-Onset Asynchrony measure between players during the concluding unison segment, which consisted of the final four notes in each duet and was identical for both players and throughout all conditions. This analysis required data for both performers within a duet. All behavioral analyses were therefore conducted on the seven complete pairs within our data set (14 participants). We first determined the note-onset time for each of the four notes in the unison segment as executed by each player (i.e., starter and joiner). We then found the asynchrony between players for each note by subtracting the key press time for one player from the corresponding key press time of the other player. We did this separately from each player's perspective so that we had two series of asynchronies values for each trial, one for the starting player and the other for the joining player. Specifically, for the starting player series we subtracted joiner timing from starter timing and vice versa for the joining player series. As a result, if the current player played a note before the other player, this would result in a negative asynchrony value for the current player and if the current player played after the partner it would result in a positive asynchrony value.

For each trial we used each player's four-note asynchrony series to calculate two measures: mean asynchrony and standard deviation of asynchrony. We then averaged these single-trial values across the trials corresponding to each musical role × task similarity × partner animacy experimental condition to gain measures of average asynchrony and asynchrony variability. In order to account for possible deviations in tempo between performers, we ultimately divided each performer's average asynchrony and asynchrony variability for each experimental condition by their average IOI in that condition. We present these measures as the percent asynchrony exhibited based on IOI.

### Alpha Modulation {#S2.SS6.SSS2}

We computed normalized power within the alpha frequency band for each combination of musical role × task similarity × partner animacy conditions in three steps. This analysis included all 15 of the participants retained in the current study, coming from a total of eight different duet pairs.

1.  As noted above, single-measure epochs from each participant for a given condition were averaged to produce the associated evoked response for the condition. We then subtracted this within-participant condition average from each participant's own trial epochs in order to derive the induced response exhibited by each participant in that condition.

2.  We used these resultant epochs to generate time-frequency representations (TFRs) for each epoch using Morlet wavelet decomposition with 32 logarithmically-spaced bins from 1 to 60 Hz. Brainstorm routines were employed to calculate the *z*-score normalized signal power in each bin for a single epoch as the product of each wavelet coefficient and its complex conjugate. We then averaged TFRs across epochs to generate a characteristic TFR for each experimental condition. During this process we observed that for some average TFRs, normalized power seemed to be spuriously concentrated a specific TF region (i.e., very little relative power was observed for the majority of the spectrum). For these averages we made a close examination of each of the contributing epoch TFRs in order to identify the source of the seemingly artifactual relative power concentrations. Oftentimes these were the result of extreme changes in single channel behavior within a few single trials per condition or single trials in which a number of channels simultaneously exhibited noisy behavior. We removed such channels and trials. This affected an average of 2.4 trials per condition, per participant. A total of 97.78% of the original, correctly performed trials are ultimately included in the data presented here.

3.  Using the corrected TFRs we extracted the alpha-band time course in each condition by averaging normalized power across the four existing frequency bins corresponding to the alpha-band (8.2, 9.3, 10.4, 11.7 Hz). This allowed us to establish each participant's average alpha activity for a given experimental condition, which we low-pass filtered at 8 Hz to remove transients. The resultant time series was baselined using a period of 80 ms before the onset of the measure. We then calculated the average activity within each of three electrode groupings: frontal-centro-medial (fcm: F1, Fz, F2, FC1, FCz, FC2, C1, Cz, C2), parietal left (pl: C1, C3, TP7, CP5, CP3, P7, P5, P3), and parietal right (pr: C2, C4, CP4, CP6, TP8, P4, P6, P8).

Alpha ERD amplitude at the unison onset was the main feature of interest for statistical analysis in the current study. To establish our exact analysis time window we first generated the average alpha ERD waveform associated with the fifth measure, including each of our three electrode groups of interest across both starting and joining roles. We then identified the latency of the negative ERD peak (i.e., trough) closest to the expected unison onset time (i.e., 1.5 s after the onset of the fifth measure).

We established the time window of interest around the time point associated with the unison-related trough using the method suggested by [@B38] for selecting a window without bias. The process for identifying this time window required that we first locate the positive peaks on either side of the trough. For the peak preceding and the peak succeeding the trough, we measured the absolute value of the difference in trough-peak amplitude. We then found the time point on the ERD grand average trajectory associated with an amplitude 50% of the total corresponding trough-peak amplitude. Through this process we obtained a time window for evaluating unison onset-associated activity of 1.12 to 2.36 s after the onset of the fifth measure.

### Empathy Quotient {#S2.SS6.SSS3}

We used the 40-question Cambridge Empathy Scale ([@B8]) to establish each participant's trait empathy, or empathy quotient (EQ). A higher EQ is indicative of greater empathy toward others.

Results {#S3}
=======

Task Performance Evaluation {#S3.SS1}
---------------------------

Throughout our study we maintained two criteria for successful trials: (1) correct keypresses based on the score and (2) a consistent tempo, defined as every note IOI being between 375 and 625 ms (±25% from the correct IOI of 500 ms). Trials which included violations of either criterion were classified as error trials (see Procedure section for details). To examine whether performer error rates were associated with increasing in fatigue as the study progressed, we compared the number of errors exhibited in the first vs. second half of each study block. This revealed no differences, establishing that participants did not commit significantly more errors later in the block.

In order to further examine the possible deviation of performance tempo from the expected IOI, we also conducted separate 2 (task similarity: similar, dissimilar) × 2 (partner animacy: human, computer) × 7 pair (seven unique performer pairs) mixed-model analyses of variance (ANOVAs) on the average IOI during the analysis time window for each of the starting and joining roles.

For performers assuming a starting role we found no significant interactions between variables, but we did find a significant main effect of partner, *F*(1,6) = 62.50, *p* \< 0.001, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.90. As can be seen in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, IOIs were shorter when participants played with a human partner.

###### 

Performer IOIs during Unison across Experimental Conditions.

                          **IOI (ms)**                    
  ---------- ------------ -------------- ------- -------- -------
  Human      Similar      467.58         17.23   466.82   15.92
             Dissimilar   471.27         14.83   470.82   14.07
  Computer   Similar      500.28         5.74    497.89   3.64
             Dissimilar   487.792        3.65    496.71   2.94

For performers assuming a joining role, we found a similar main effect for the partner condition, *F*(1,6) = 75.53, *p* \< 0.001, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.92. We also observed a significant main effect of pair for this role, *F*(1,6) = 3.95, *p* = 0.047, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.77. Fisher's LSD *post hoc* comparisons revealed that two pairs generally exhibited shorter IOIs than some of the other pairs during the human partner conditions. Therefore, the subsequent analysis of note onset asynchronies was normalized to each performer's average IOI value in a given condition.

Note-Onset Asynchronies {#S3.SS2}
-----------------------

We assessed the effects of task similarity and partner animacy in the current study separately for the starting and joining conditions based on the distinct movement requirements preceding unison.

We conducted separate 2 (task similarity) × 2 (partner animacy) × 7 (pair) mixed-model ANOVAs on the average note-onset asynchrony measure normalized by each performer's average condition IOI for each of the starting and joining roles. For performers assuming a starting role, there was a significant main effect of partner animacy, *F*(1,6) = 14.49, *p* = 0.007, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.67, but no main effect of task similarity or pair or interactions between variables. We observed a similar pattern of results for performers assuming a joining role, again with a significant main effect of partner animacy, *F*(1,6) = 7.70, *p* = 0.03, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.52, but no main effect of task similarity or pair or interactions between variables. As can be seen in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, performer note-onsets generally arrived ahead of the computer partner but were much more closely synchronized to the human partner.

![Normalized average asynchronies exhibited by participants in the role of **(A)** starting and **(B)** joining performer. Error bars show standard error. ^∗^*p* \< 0.05, ^∗∗^*p* \< 0.01.](fnins-13-01088-g003){#F3}

We also conducted separate 2 × 2 × 7 ANOVAs on the standard deviation of average note-onset asynchrony measure for starting and joining performers. For starting performers we found a significant main effect of partner animacy, *F*(1,6) = 29.96, *p* = 0.001, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.81, but no main effect of task similarity or pair or interactions between variables. For joining performers, we also found a main effect of partner animacy, *F*(1,6) = 57.26, *p* \< 0.001, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.89, but no main effect of task similarity or pair or interactions between variables. [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows both starting and joining performers exhibited greater variability in note-onset asynchronies when playing with a human co-performer as compared to the computer.

![Normalized average standard deviation of asynchronies exhibited by participants in the role of **(A)** starting and **(B)** joining performer. Error bars show standard error. ^∗∗^*p* \< 0.01.](fnins-13-01088-g004){#F4}

Alpha Desynchronization {#S3.SS3}
-----------------------

We conducted separate 2 (task similarity) × 2 (partner animacy) × 3 (electrode group: fcm, pl, pr) × 8 (pair) mixed-model ANOVAs on alpha activity for each of the starting and joining roles. As we have discussed in the "Measures and Analyses" section, it was necessary for us to use just the seven full pairs for the behavioral analyses, but we included all 15 participants in the alpha analyses resulting in eight-levels for the pair factor. A time window of 1.12 to 2.36 s after the onset of the fifth measure was used to capture activity related to the unison onset which started on the fourth note of the measure, at approximately 1.5 s. [Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the time course of normalized alpha power during this fifth measure.

![Time course of grand average normalized alpha power around the final unison measure for participants in the role of **(A)** starting and **(B)** joining performer, in the three electrode groups, fcm, pl, and pr. The onset of the measure is designated as time 0 and the starter played three notes before the joiner started playing. The fourth note of the measure, and first note of unison, occurred around 1.5 s and is marked by a black dashed vertical line. The shaded purple rectangle corresponds to the time window around unison used for statistical comparison between conditions (1.12 to 2.36 s). The topography associated with this time window in each condition is also provided. Shading around the alpha power time course for each condition corresponds to the standard error.](fnins-13-01088-g005){#F5}

As can be seen in [Figure 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the alpha modulation range for performers in a starting role during the unison measure was often small because they were already moving during this time window. When pianists played with a human partner these fluctuations reflected the temporal regularity of the note-onset actions as well as slightly larger desynchronizations prior to the unison onset in some conditions, but did not reveal substantial differences between having similar or dissimilar musical parts. In contrast, for starting performers playing a similar part to their computer co-performer there was a large alpha synchronization prior to the unison onset, leading to a sustained difference in alpha activity compared to performance of dissimilar musical parts across the time window of interest. A 2 × 2 × 3 × 8 ANOVA conducted on alpha modulation for performers playing the starting part revealed a significant interaction of task similarity and partner animacy, *F*(1,7) = 5.82, *p* = 0.047, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.45, but no other interactions or main effects. To explore this interaction we collapsed across the electrode groupings, released pair as a factor and conducted a simple effects analysis evaluating the effect of task similarity when interacting with (1) a human partner and (2) the computer partner. We found a significant effect of task similarity for individuals interacting with the computer partner, *F*(1,14) = 5.20, *p* = 0.04, *η*~*p*~^2^ = 0.27, but not with a human partner. Specifically, pianists performing with the computer partner exhibited a moderate synchronization (e.g., alpha power increase) in the "similar" task condition and a minor desynchronization (e.g., alpha power decrease) in the "dissimilar" task condition.

[Figure 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that the time course of alpha modulation in joining performers was different from that for starting performers because the joining performers finished playing measure four, rested for the first half of measure five, and then began to play again from the unison onset which occurred halfway through measure five. As a result, they often show a characteristic rebound around 0.5 s, followed by a desynchronization or return to baseline prior to beginning to play at the unison onset. A 2 × 2 × 3 × 8 ANOVA on alpha modulation in joining performers revealed no significant interactions between variables or main effects.

Associations Between EQ, Note-Onset Asynchrony, and Alpha Modulation {#S3.SS4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

We assessed possible associations between performer EQ, alpha modulation, and note-onset asynchrony behavior based on the aforementioned note-onset asynchrony and alpha modulation results. Consistent with the note-onset asynchrony and alpha modulation results presented, we analyzed data separately for individuals assuming starting vs. joining roles. Notably, we established that there was no significant difference in EQ between performers who arrived first (performing with the computer partner and then their human partner) and those who arrived second (performing with their human partner and then the computer partner).

### Starting Role {#S3.SS4.SSS1}

Our analysis of note-onset asynchronies for performers in a starting role revealed a significant effect of performing with a human vs. computer partner on both average asynchronies and asynchrony variability. Namely, performers more frequently played notes ahead of the computer partner but exhibited greater variability of onset asynchronies with the human partner. Based on these results we first established the participant-wise human vs. computer condition difference (HvC difference), averaged across the similar vs. dissimilar task conditions, for both (1) average asynchronies and (2) asynchrony variability. We then compared each of these variables to (1) the HvC difference in alpha activity and (2) performer EQ. In comparing the note-onset asynchrony variables to the HvC difference in alpha activity we looked at associations with each of the individual electrode groups, as well as activity averaged across electrode groups. None of these correlations revealed significant associations between note-onset asynchrony behavior and alpha activity or performer EQ related to the difference in interaction with a human vs. computer partner.

Our analysis of alpha activity indicated a significant difference between the similar vs. dissimilar conditions for performers playing the starting role during interaction with the computer partner. We were interested in exploring this effect further by evaluating any potential associations between this difference and performer EQ as well as note-onset asynchrony behavior.

For each performer assuming the starting role and performing with the computer partner we first identified the difference in alpha activity between the similar vs. dissimilar conditions (SvD difference), collapsing across our three electrode groups. We also identified the SvD difference in the performer's average asynchrony, as well as the SvD difference in the standard deviation of their asynchronies (i.e., the difference in asynchrony variability). We then used three separate correlations to evaluate the associations between the participant-wise SvD difference in alpha activity between conditions and each of (1) performer EQ, (2) the SvD difference in average asynchrony, and (3) the SvD difference in asynchrony variability. We did not observe significant associations between the participant-wise SvD difference in alpha activity and (1) performer EQ or (2) the SvD difference in average asynchrony. However, we did find a moderate, although non-significant, negative correlation between the SvD difference in alpha activity and the SvD difference in asynchrony variability, *r*(12) = −0.45, *p* = 0.11. This association indicates that the greater an individual's alpha desynchronization in the "dissimilar" task condition as compared to the "similar" task condition, the greater the variability in their note-onset asynchronies for the "dissimilar" vs. the "similar" condition.

Given the possible association between SvD alpha activity and SvD asynchrony variability we also chose to evaluate the correlation between the SvD difference in asynchrony variability with the computer partner and performer EQ. This yielded a significant negative correlation, *r*(12) = −0.59, *p* = 0.03. This association indicates that individuals with a higher EQ showed greater variability in note-onset asynchronies in the "dissimilar" condition compared to the "similar" condition.

### Joining Role {#S3.SS4.SSS2}

Our analysis of note-onset asynchrony behavior by joining performers revealed a significant difference in average asynchrony between playing with a human vs. computer partner, as well as an interaction between partner animacy and task similarity for asynchrony variability. Like we saw for starting performers, joining performers anticipated the computer partner more frequently than a human partner. They also exhibited greater asynchrony variability with human partners, with this difference being greater in the similar task condition compared to the dissimilar task condition. We calculated the participant-wise human vs. computer difference (HvC difference) in average asynchrony and compared this to (1) the HvC difference in alpha activity and (2) performer EQ. In examining the relationship between average asynchrony and alpha activity we looked at separate electrode groups, as well as activity averaged across electrode groups. None of these correlations revealed significant associations. We also calculated the participant-wise HvC difference in asynchrony variability and compared this variables to the (1) the HvC difference in alpha activity and (2) performer EQ. Neither of these associations were significant.

Our alpha activity analysis for joining performers did not reveal any significant interactions between variables or main effects so we did not examine further correlations with this data.

Discussion {#S4}
==========

The current study is the first to systematically investigate how co-actor asymmetries act and interact to shape neural and behavioral activity during interpersonal interaction. Our findings indicate that asymmetries in musical role (starting vs. joining), task similarity (similar vs. dissimilar melodic parts), and performer animacy (human-to-human vs. human-to-non-adaptive computer) act to define specific interactive contexts within which performers experience characteristic relationships with their co-actor's behavior. These characteristic relationships are reflected in the temporal dynamics of neural alpha modulation and behavioral coordination that each actor exhibits during a short period of musical unison.

Our observation of increased note-onset asynchrony during performance with a computer partner indicates a general discrepancy between human and computer timing dynamics. This is likely due to the lack of adaptability inherent to the computer partner in our study ([@B64]) and the natural human inclination to anticipate periodic stimuli ([@B48]). As noted above, we did not statistically compare neural or behavioral activity between the starting vs. joining role due to the difference in movement onset during the final unison phrase. However, a qualitative review of our findings as presented in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} suggests that in the computer condition both starters and joiners generally played ahead of the computer. Again, this likely relates to a human inclination to play faster than the set computer tempo.

In the human condition, joiners typically played just slightly ahead of starters on average. This result is similar to [@B28] observation that follower pianists tended to temporally precede leader pianists in conditions where they could hear the leader's part of a duet as well as their own. This anticipation was small when the leader also heard the follower, and greater when the leader could only hear themselves. The roles in our study were most similar to the full auditory feedback condition in their study, with the exception that starters and joiners in our study alternated playing prior to the final unison phrase. As a result, the starter may have focused more on their own part, creating some similarity between our starter vs. joiner roles and the leader-follower condition in Goebl and Palmer's study in which the leader only received auditory feedback corresponding to their own behavior. With this understanding of the relationship between co-performers, the observed temporal asynchrony is, in fact, consistent with the idea that joiners exhibited a small negative mean asynchrony (NMA) with respect to the starter after the starter played the first three notes of the phrase final unison phrase.

Interestingly, we observed reduced variability of note-onset asynchronies during interaction with the computer partner as compared to the human partner. These results are somewhat contrary to previous findings demonstrating that optimal levels of mutual adaptivity during synchronization lead to reduced variability ([@B22]). We speculate that this discrepancy is driven by the fact that we evaluated coordination stability over only four key-presses, while the previous work looked at much longer sequences of synchronized taps. Given the dynamic nature of interpersonal interaction, measures of coordination averaged over a long time-window may be substantially different than coordinative patterns in a local segment.

For performers in the joining role we observed a consistent alpha synchronization followed by a desynchronization or return to baseline in alpha-band activity immediately prior to the unison. This finding could indicate that joining performers were preparing to start playing the unison, with alpha ERD reflecting movement preparation ([@B3]; [@B61]; [@B17]; [@B27]; [@B85]). At the same time, this may also reflect the joiner attending to their partner's (i.e., starter's) musical activity in order to achieve joint temporal coordination ([@B36]; [@B43]; [@B41]; [@B53]). The time course of alpha modulation in joining performers was not significantly affected by having a similar vs. dissimilar musical task to one's co-performer. Starting performers were already playing throughout the unison measure and generally displayed small alpha modulations around the unison onset. In some conditions they also displayed distinct alpha desynchronization prior to the unison onset, independent from alpha ERD that would have been associated with the start of their playing at the beginning of the measure.

As we saw for joining performers, for starting performers playing with a human partner there was no effect of musical task similarity on alpha modulation prior to unison. However, in the condition where the co-performer was the computer partner and their parts were musically similar we actually observed ERS, constituting significantly different alpha activity from the condition in which starters had a distinctly different musical part from the computer partner. While this result is somewhat consistent with previous work revealing that individuals exhibit greater alpha ERD during interaction with a human partner vs. a computer partner ([@B9]), it also provides a more nuanced view of the effects of role asymmetries on neural processes related to perception and action. Specifically, musical task similarity appeared to moderate the effect of playing with a computer partner but only for performers assuming a starting role in the duet. We speculate that the experience of being a starting performer during interaction with a computer partner playing a similar part is akin to that of performing a solo with a karaoke accompaniment. Among all of the performance conditions created in the current study this situation may invoke the strongest solo mindset for a performer and therefore result in the least attentiveness to co-performer behavior. This view is supported by previous studies which have related ERS in the alpha band to the inhibition of external stimuli or co-actor activity during movement ([@B43]; [@B4]; [@B41]).

Notably, there was no effect of electrode grouping on starter or joiner alpha modulation, and no interaction between electrode grouping, performer animacy, and task similarity. The occurrence of consistent alpha modulation across left and right parietal and frontal-centro-medial areas is in line with the role of alpha as facilitating long-range communication for domain-general attentional functions. Such attention processes in turn would act to support the temporal coordination of social interactive behaviors in our task. This pattern is in contrast to the right centro-parietal alpha modulation specific to the subtle timing difference between performers in a joint tapping task ([@B77]). Also, the lack of lateralization in the centro-parietal sites here speaks against the relation to movement-related functions because our participants used only the right hand for keyboard playing.

In the current study we did not directly compare starter vs. joiner alpha activity because movement onsets differed between the two conditions. Because [@B44] found greater frontal alpha desynchronization in leaders compared to followers, one might expect a similar pattern of difference between our starting and joining conditions separate from the difference due to distinct movement onsets. However, it is important to note that our definition of starting and joining roles depended on the global music context rather than a local measure of adaptability of own movement interval to the partner's previous interval, employed by [@B44], which fluctuated from time to time. Indeed, a visual comparison of our starter and joiner data did not reveal noticeable differences in the magnitude of alpha suppression. Together these findings indicate that the assignment to starter and joiner roles in our study did not have the same effect on co-actor attention as the emergent functional asymmetry at the beat-to-beat level between leaders and followers in the previous work. In other words, it is quite possible that the roles defined by musical turn-taking at the phrase-structure level in our design engage the brain in a different manner than asymmetrical roles identified at a local level. Also, the musical task in our study is considerably more challenging than synchronized finger-tapping and generally required greater attention to co-actor behavior for both starters and joiners.

The effects of partner animacy that we saw on behavioral patterns of note-onset asynchrony magnitude and variability were not associated with any systematic difference in alpha modulation. However, we did detect a moderate, non-significant correlation relating alpha modulation to note-onset asynchrony variability for the starting performer when interacting with the computer partner. Namely, the difference in alpha ERD between the similar and dissimilar musical task conditions was negatively associated with the difference in note-onset asynchrony between the two conditions. This association indicates that individuals who exhibited greater alpha suppression in the "dissimilar" task condition compared to the "similar" task condition also displayed greater variability of note-onset asynchronies in the "dissimilar" vs. "similar" condition. As we have noted this effect was only approaching significance, but it suggests that there may be some connection between attention to co-actor behavior and increased variability, possibly as the result of high levels of adaptation during interpersonal coordination when task similarity between co-actors plays a role.

Interestingly, we further identified a significant correlation between the difference in asynchrony variability in the "similar" and "dissimilar" conditions and performer EQ for starting performers interacting with a computer partner. This association established that individuals with a higher EQ exhibited greater asynchrony variability in the "dissimilar" condition compared to the "similar" condition. In both [@B56] work and our own study, increased perspective-taking or empathy therefore appears to be associated with a greater influence of external stimulus or co-actor activity on an individual's temporal pattern of behavior. During tasks which involve temporal coordination, individuals respond to this influence by continuously acting to adapt their behavior to the ongoing stimulus or co-actor activity. As a result, their behavior becomes more variable than that of an individual who doesn't exhibit the same degree of adaptivity. Thus, EQ is thought to correspond to the level of adaptivity an individual exhibits during interaction, with higher EQ correlating with greater adaptivity.

It is possible that we saw heightened variability specifically within the "dissimilar" condition because performers saw themselves as occupying a more distinct role than their co-performer, thus making their contribution to the ensemble somewhat more tangible. Our alpha ERD findings indicate that in the "similar," computer condition performers were less attentive to the co-performer part, likely because they saw themselves as occupying a solo role and did not need to adapt or be adapted to in order to achieve a successful performance. However, once performers experience their parts as distinct and complementary, they may experience a greater need for adaptation between performers to achieve the joint goal. People with high levels of perspective-taking are more likely to respond to this context with an increase in adaptivity to their co-performer, while those with lower levels are more likely to maintain a more stable pattern of behavior.

Although we did not replicate the direct association between EQ and alpha ERD presented in previous work using a musical performance observation task ([@B4]), our results still suggest that there are strong connections between trait empathy, alpha modulation, and behavioral coordination during interpersonal interaction. Many existing studies have established an association between social interaction and alpha modulation, often suggesting that alpha modulation in MNS regions is involved in sensorimotor processing during social interactions ([@B4]; [@B70]; [@B44]; [@B53]). However, to our knowledge, no existing work has illustrated how trait empathy might be related to alpha modulation itself. Our findings suggest that if a person has high trait empathy, perspective-taking may occur more naturally. In turn, this may be associated with more dynamic alpha modulation in response to the individual's current task demands, and, depending on these conditions, more sensitivity in the action-perception of a co-actor's behavior. Our study is also the first to capture the effects of multiple levels of co-performer asymmetries simultaneously in a controlled musical performance task. By always having participants perform an identical musical sequence in the unison phrase based on their starter or joiner role we are able to demonstrate that co-performer asymmetries in the priming context have a measurable impact on subsequent alpha modulation during the unison.

Future work can build on these findings to identify how specific levels of engagement, as indicated by alpha ERD, are dynamically linked to collective performance outcomes which are influenced by certain asymmetries between co-actors. This suggests that asymmetries between co-actors could also be adjusted systematically during real world interaction in order to achieve greater actor engagement. For example, based on our own findings, when people have to interact with computer-generated actors, the design of the computer co-actor should include features of adaptation to human co-actor's behavior in order to support human engagement during interaction, especially if the two actors have similar task roles and the human initiates the task. Alternatively, when people are engaged in situations where certain asymmetries associated with lower engagement are unavoidable, other adjustments and strategies could be employed to increase engagement and improve performance. For instance, in the context of network ensemble music performance, long audio and video delays may prevent one performer from effectively adapting to their co-actor. The other individual might then deal with this issue by re-structuring the environment in order to remain engaged with their (apparently not so successfully adaptive) co-performer at key points during the interaction. In a musical context, such a solution might be as simple as adding a written reminder to attend to another group member's behavior, or utilizing shared cues to overcome the timing discrepancies at a specific point in music. At a broader level, this could also involve training individuals to remain engaged with co-actor behavior, even when engagement is less likely to occur naturally, as enhancing an individual's engagement is likely to improve collective performance.

Our study includes several noteworthy limitations and also illuminates areas for future work. First, our findings regarding the effect of partner animacy are consistent with previous work evaluating the effects of non-adaptivity during ensemble performance (e.g., [@B18]). However, we are somewhat limited in drawing conclusions about this effect given that in our human partner condition both co-performers were always able to see each other while in our computer partner condition there was no physically or visually presented co-actor. It is possible that the visual information about co-performer behavior available in the human partner condition afforded smaller average note-onset asynchronies and may have affected alpha band activity as well. Interestingly, however, there is also existing work showing that the absence of visual information during piano duet performance is associated with a higher degree of coupling between performers ([@B78]). In this case the authors suggest that musicians become more tightly coordinated in order to increase the likelihood of cohesive performance. Future work should aim to establish a deeper understanding of the independent effects of co-performer non-adaptivity and visual information about co-performer behavior. It is worth noting, however, that our key results were observed within each partner condition. This means that even when performers experienced the same visual environment they experienced the duet performance differently depending on the musical similarity between the two parts.

Second, while we demonstrated a relationship between EQ and note-onset asynchrony variability within individual performers, our study was not designed to evaluate the effect of asymmetries between co-performers' persistent, social personality traits or behavioral characteristics. Extensions of our present work could be used to identify associations between pairwise asymmetries in characteristics like empathy and locus of control and (1) co-actor differences in behavioral and neural activity or (2) collective coordination outcomes. Recent work has revealed that individuals with expertise in couple dancing (e.g., Tango, Salsa, Swing) show enhanced neural activity when they perform the role for which they are an expert (i.e., leader vs. follower) ([@B13]). These findings indicate that trait-level asymmetries between co-actors significantly affect each actor's neural and behavioral processes during interpersonal interaction.

Our role asymmetries existed at the musical phrase level context, which is notably shorter-term than the trait level context. However, it is important to remember that asymmetries existing at even shorter timescales are also likely to influence the temporal dynamics of interpersonal coordination. In many social interactions, musical and otherwise, co-actor asymmetries are dynamically varied. As a result, shifts in attention and related patterns of coordination are likely to fluctuate frequently. This occurs in other creative social interactions like dance and acting, especially those which allow for some degree of improvisation, as well team or unit-based scenarios like sporting events and military missions.

The continued, simultaneous use of neural and behavioral measurement techniques will allow future researchers to further investigate the ability of individuals to adapt to changing asymmetries while maintaining coordinated activity. Notably, our focus in this study was on the neural and behavioral activity of two co-performers during interaction and did not include consideration of a larger group of co-actors or the experience of a listener or observer. It would, for example, be valuable to determine whether the kind of causal influences on respiration and heart rate variability [@B50] observed between a conductor and choir members are also related to distinct conductor vs. choir member alpha modulation. Additionally, future work exploring the association between co-performer alpha modulation and listener or observer experience will provide critical insight into how co-actor engagement is facilitated by rapid modulations of neural activity and may shape a third-party audience's perception of collaborative performance.
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